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Abstract
Standard linear economic practices of extraction, consumption, and disposal can lead to
shortages of non-renewable resources, buildup of waste, and negative impacts to the environment
and human health. An alternative is to close the material loops of consumption and production
using resource recovery and reuse practices, which are often referred to as a circular economy.
To help increase the efficiency and sustainability of such practices, tools are needed to determine
potential spatial flows of a recovered material to areas where that material can be reused. A few
of these tools have been used in other studies, and in those cases the tools were not designed to
facilitate easy application in other analyses. In this project, a general resource recovery and reuse
spatial model called the Resource Areal Distribution (RAD) model was developed in ArcGIS Pro
to inform resource recovery and reuse across any landscape. This model accepts two inputs: a
resource recovery raster and a potential reuse raster. The model first identifies and fulfills
demand of areas of potential reuse closest to each recovery location. Distribution is simulated to
the next closest areas of potential reuse, and this spatially optimized distribution occurs until
every recovery location is depleted. The model produces outputs that show the potential spatial
distribution of reused materials. This general resource redistribution model can be applied to big
picture questions concerning recovery and reuse at a landscape scale. Modified versions of this
model may be used as a screening tool to inform the design of resource management practices in
regional and local contexts as well.
Introduction and Literature Review
A growing global population requires more food, energy, and resources which puts
pressure on natural and man-made systems to meet these demands. More production and
extraction mean more waste, and the production, management, and disposal of this waste
increases strain on planetary boundaries (Rockström et al., 2009). Global solid waste is expected
to grow to 3.4 billion tonnes by 2050, including an increase of more than 3 times in low-income
countries (Kaza et al., 2018). Managing and disposing of this waste results in ecosystem
pollution and is responsible for 5% of total global greenhouse gas emissions (European
Commission, 2015; Kaza et al., 2018). The UN’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
outline targets for moving towards sustainable patterns of consumption and production (United
Nations, 2015). Identifying and implementing strategies for recovering resources from waste
streams for reuse could aid efforts to meet SDG targets 12.2 and 12.5 which work to sustainably
manage natural resources and reduce waste generation (Trimmer et al., 2017).
Resource Recovery and Reuse
Circular economy, as defined by the European Union (EU), maintains the value of
resources in the economy for as long as possible and minimizes waste generation (European
Commission, 2015). This framework is offered in contrast with the traditional linear flow of
materials and energy through an economy that relies on extraction, usage, and waste disposal
(Korhonen et al., 2018). Implementation of circular economy principles can have multiple
economic and environmental benefits. From an economic perspective, shifting to a circular
economy can be preferred as it avoids the higher product prices and disrupted supply associated
with increased resource extraction (EMAF, 2012). The circular economy reduces risk of resource
shortages and increased product prices while encouraging ethical consumption. From an
environmental perspective, linear resource extraction degrades the environment by extracting
natural resources at a rate greater than they can be replenished (European Commission, 2015).
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An objective in the circular economy is to reduce the pollution, biodiversity loss, and climate
change impacts associated with resource extraction and waste disposal (European Commission,
2015; Murray et al., 2017). “Closing the loop” of consumption is widely discussed by ecological
economists and policy makers, yet information is still lacking on circular economy science and
how to implement it (Korhonen et al., 2018).

Figure 1. Pathways to return products to the economy. Adapted from Mihelcic et al., 2003.
Products that can no longer be used in their current state can be returned to the economy
in a variety of ways. A hierarchy of these product cycles has been developed, prioritizing
practices that minimize cost, energy, and time (Mihelcic et al., 2003). At the top of this hierarchy
are reuse and remanufacturing, where discarded materials have economic value or can be used
for other industries without altering them in any way. Recycling requires time and energy to alter
or break down materials to a condition they can be reused in (EMAF, 2013). Materials that
cannot be reused, remanufactured, or recycled can be burned for energy and disposed of. These
product recovery practices are not perfect and due to time, energy, and infrastructure limitations
cannot be scaled up indefinitely (Korhonen et al., 2018). Therefore, application of resource
recovery technology at large scales requires careful planning.
A major opportunity for closing the loop is the recovery and reuse of materials, including
specific elements, from waste streams. Many essential resources, such as nutrients, are finite on
Earth and essentially non-renewable (e.g., phosphate rock and other mined resources) or require
large amounts of energy to produce (e.g., nitrogen fertilizer produced using Haber-Bosch to fix
atmospheric N2) (Mehta et al., 2015; Roy, 2017; Ramirez and Worrell, 2006). Disposal or
treatment can be costly and energy intensive, and losses to the environment can cause ecosystem
contamination or degradation that is also expensive to mitigate (Kaza et al., 2018).
Examples of Resource Recovery Methods
Table 1 below summarizes some examples of resource recovery and reuse methods documented
in the literature. These methods include both decentralized and centralized operations. In some
cases, reuse can occur on the same site as recovery (e.g., grey water recycling), while in other
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cases, recovery and reuse require transportation across the landscape. These latter cases are those
for which spatial modeling can be applied to inform design and management of systems.
Recovered Product
Biogas from organic
waste

Nutrients from
human excreta

Precious metals
from e-waste
Compost from
organic waste
Heat recovery from
industrial processes
Non-potable water
from greywater

Method and Scale of Recovery
Organic solid wastes can be anaerobically digested to produce biogas,
which can be harvested for heat and energy. Centralized biogas plants
can provide biogas to the grid as a substitute for natural gas (Kim et al.,
2016). Residual digestate materials can be used as fertilizer substitutes
or mushroom cultivation substrates, sometimes with additional
processing steps (Porterfield et al., 2020; O’Brien et al., 2019).
With the appropriate infrastructure, nutrients such as N and P can be
extracted from human excreta in wastewater at large scales. These
nutrients can be applied to croplands to reduce chemical fertilizer
demand (Morée et al., 2013). Wastewater is also sometimes used for
irrigation in arid regions (Andersson et al., 2016).
Metals can be recovered from e-waste and refined for further use. This
recovery process can be energy intensive and produce pollution. Other
methods of repair and reuse exist with lower negative impacts
(Lepawsky et al., 2017).
Organic waste can be composted to produce a soil amendment with a
variety of benefits. Composting is commonly done at small scales, but
large-scale operations are becoming more common (Shiralipour et al.,
1992; Samarasinha et al., 2015; Cordell et al., 2021).
Heat from industrial processes can be captured and reused as energy.
Though this is generally done at a single location, research indicates
that with the appropriate infrastructure, heat could realistically be
transported for reuse (Hammond & Norman, 2014).
Non-potable water can be recovered in on-site greywater treatment
(Cecconet et al. 2021). While most greywater treatment is
decentralized, opportunities exist for links to existing water treatment
infrastructure (Jeong et al., 2018).

Importance of Co-Location
Many resource recovery strategies require relatively large facilities and infrastructure to
operate on a community-wide or region-wide scale. Material ready to be reused may build up at
certain location where the recovery operation takes place (e.g., composting facility, anaerobic
digestion facility). However, these areas do not always spatially align with areas where these
recovered resources can be reused (Metson et al., 2016).
The sustainability of a circular economy system is limited by its physical scale
(Korhonen et al., 2018). If physical distances between agents in an economic loop becomes too
great, the system becomes financially or environmentally unsustainable. Transporting reused
products across long distances can be costly and create emissions, so co-locating resource
recovery and reuse as much as possible is ideal (Trimmer & Guest, 2018). There is a lack of
knowledge on how to optimally connect areas where resources are recovered to where they can
be reused, especially across urban-to-rural gradients (Seto et al., 2017). Generating information
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on how to optimize these recovery and reuse pathways can help societies move toward
sustainable circular economy practices.
Nutrient recovery and recycling is one example of where spatial co-location is desirable,
but challenging (Roy, 2017). Circular economy efforts will need to work within the constraints
of different spatial patterns of human settlement and agriculture. More people on Earth now live
in urban areas versus rural ones (UN, 2013). This trend of urbanization has commonly been
accompanied by a growing separation between centers of food production and consumption,
which can create large distances between agroecosystems where fertilization is needed and areas
where large amounts of nutrients could be recovered from wastes (Metson et al., 2016).
Transportability of nutrient-containing materials such as food waste, human or animal excreta, or
compost remains a key technological and economic challenge to closing nutrient cycles (Nesme
and Withers, 2016). Many recovered materials will face transportation-related constraints for
reuse similar to manure, where relative spatial co-location (e.g., within a distance of 30 km) is
pre-requisite for economic feasibility (Paudel et al., 2009).
Grid-Based Spatial Modeling
Models are simplified representations of reality that are used to describe and predict realworld phenomena (Sen, 2009). Spatial models deal with data tied to a specific geographic
location. Spatial modeling is a powerful tool for environmental assessment and problem solving.
Its tangible nature can help personalize connections to problems by visualizing landscape
connectivity and clarifying spatial scales (Vukomanovic et al., 2019). Many kinds of spatial
models exist for various applications. One modeling framework is suitability modeling, where
models identify ideal locations based on selected criteria (El Baroudy, 2016). Suitability
modeling is commonly applied in many fields including ecology, land management, and
planning. Cellular automata are another model type commonly used for modeling biological,
physical, and human systems, and have been successful in modeling the flow of materials
through man-made systems. Simple laws can be built into each individual component of a
cellular automaton, making them well equipped to complex processes (Wolfram, 1982).
ArcGIS is a powerful software for spatial analysis as it contains hundreds of tools that
can be stitched together into model scripts (ESRI, 2018). It can also be used in conjunction with
other programming languages such as Python and R for enhanced analysis. Spatial data are
represented in GIS in either raster or vector format. Raster data is stored as a regular grid of cells,
with each cell or pixel being assigned a value (Van Bemmelen et al., 1993). Vector data is stored
as points, lines, or polygons with each node having its own spatial identification. Spatial
modeling issues can be tackled using both raster and vector data types. The choice of how to
approach spatial modeling depends on the end use of the model and the data available.
Raster-based algorithms can be limited in real-world accuracy since pixels do not
represent the natural world. Because of this, results of vector modeling can be easier to
implement on the ground for well-defined site-specific questions (Van Bemmelen et al.,
1993). Raster-based or grid-based models tend to be more adaptable than vector-based
algorithms (Van Bemmelen et al., 1993). Raster format also allows for stacking of spatial grids
to conduct analysis of multiple data layers (Zeiler, 1999). The ability to stack data makes a gridcell approach favorable for predictive modeling because it is easy to compare results between
scenarios (Kuhnert et al., 2005).
For optimization modeling of resource recovery and reuse, the choice between vector and
raster is dependent on how material is being reused. For distribution to discrete point locations, a
6

vector approach is preferable as there are many tools, including ones in ArcGIS, that optimize
travel distance between points (Find Routes, n.d.). However, reuse is frequently associated with
use rates on an areal basis (e.g., kg N per ha cropland), which is simple to represent in an equal
area grid (Harrison et al., 2020). ArcGIS does not have optimization tools for distributing
material across an area. Prior spatial modeling studies of resource recovery and reuse have used
both vector data to distribute over reuse polygons (Akram et al., 2019; Wielemaker et al., 2020,
Harrison et al., 2020) and raster data to distribute to equal area grids (Tampio et al., 2017;
Trimmer & Guest, 2018; Metson et al., 2020).
Examples of Resource Recovery and Reuse Spatial Models
Table 2 describes examples of previous spatial models designed to inform resource
recovery and reuse efforts in a variety of locations and at different scales (city, state, region,
nation) using a variety of methods and spatial data formats (raster grid cells, polygons, points).
Spatial Model
Tampio et al., 2017
Tampere region,
Finland

Purpose
Model distribution of
recovered nutrients
from a biogas plant

Methods Summary
Model uses single source (biogas plant) and
moves material to meet potential reuse using a
cropland raster. Distances calculated along
road network using cost matrix tool.
Trimmer & Guest, Show broad patterns
Nutrients are recovered within a city limits
2018
and demonstrate
raster and moved to closest cropland raster
56 cities worldwide potential of nutrient
pixels until resources are depleted. Distance
recovery from large
measured using path distance tool from pixel
cities
centroids.
Akram et al., 2019 Demonstrate potential Uses polygons representing recovery and
Sweden
of nutrient recovery at potential reuse of each municipality.
municipality level
Distance is measured from polygon centroids.
within Sweden
Distribution occurs within polygons then
moves to next nearest polygons.
Wielemaker et al.,
Details specific
Point layers indicating specific buildings or
2020
delivery routes for
locations where potential for nutrient recovery
Amsterdam,
optimal nutrient
and reuse exists. Distance calculation to select
Netherlands
recovery within
for minimum distances between points; road
Amsterdam
network used to map actual distance.
Harrison et al.,
Show scenarios of
Resource recovery represented as points in city
2020
large-scale reuse of
centroids, reuse is represented using farm
California, USA
compost on croplands polygons. Generate near tool shows farms that
in California
are closest to each city, distribution moves
from closest to farthest potential reuse
location.
Metson et al., 2020 Identify ideal locations Spatial grids of nutrient recovery areas and
Sweden
of biogas plants for
crop demand were used to identify ideal
nutrient flow from
locations of biogas plants were determined by
recovery to application minimizing a cost variable, which was a factor
of distance and weight of material transported.
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These models described in Table 2 highlight how spatial modeling can be used to inform
resource recovery and reuse efforts. For example, Tampio et al. (2017) demonstrated how
nutrients from a biogas plant could be distributed to cropland in the region to minimize distance
traveled. Their approach was designed to help biogas plant investors/operators and local
authorities as they targeted marketing of their material and designed infrastructure to facilitate its
reuse. Their method could be scaled up to a larger level if enough information on cropland
nutrient demand is available. The raster-based optimized distribution methodology by Trimmer
& Guest (2018) was applied to many cities worldwide and could theoretically be applied to any
location. Their results identified where recovery and reuse of nutrients from human waste is most
spatially feasible while limiting transportation distance and energy use, highlighting locations
further research should take place. The results from Akram et al. (2019) optimized reuse of
nutrients on agricultural land within Sweden at the municipality scale. In addition to optimized
recovery and reuse, this study examined surplus areas for nutrients along with deficit areas using
a bubble diagram to visualize flows between municipalities. Wielemaker et al. (2020) provided
exact truck routes to reallocate phosphorus from human derived urine to where it can be reused
within the city of Amsterdam. The model prioritized shorter travel distances and matching larger
hotspots of demand with hotspots of supply, to minimize the number of separate routes that
would need to be taken. Harrison et al. (2020) used distribution modeling to test a variety of
realistic hypothetical scenarios of efficiently using composting in California. Their compostspecific approach can theoretically be applied to other case studies to examine the amount of
compost supply and demand that could be met, the distance compost would travel, and the
potential of this practice for greenhouse gas reductions. The mixed-integer linear programming
model produced by Metson et al. (2021) identified optimal locations for biogas facilities
considering both supply chain factors and social, political, and environmental constraints.
Gaps in Literature
One large gap in literature the absence of a general resource distribution framework that
can be applied to any location. While some methodology and general insights from the studies in
Table 2 can be applied to other studies and locations, the utility of these existing models is
typically limited to the area of interest for which they were developed. Only Trimmer & Guest’s
model was designed to be applied across multiple locations and currently none of these models
can be easily adapted by a different user to a different research question. Development of a more
general spatial model that can be applied as a preliminary screening tool to assess co-location for
resource reuse and recovery practices anywhere remains needed. There is some precedent for
building flexible tools to inform resource recovery and reuse across multiple locations. For
example, the Stockholm Environment Institute is developing a Resource Value Mapping
(REVAMP) tool for evaluating the resource recovery potential of urban waste streams
(Andersson, 2016). In REVAMP, users input available data on waste stream volumes and
characteristics at the city-scale, along with values for different reuse products, and then receive
estimates of quantity of reuse products that could be produced and their potential revenues.
REVAMP, however, is not a spatial model. A spatial modeling tool is needed that targets similar
users to REVAMP: policymakers; planners; managers of water, sanitation, and waste;
consultants and engineers; entrepreneurs and investors; and researchers (Andersson, 2016).
Another large gap in literature is the lack of modeling tools for distribution on an areal
basis. Many modeling tools exist in spatial modeling software for optimizing transport distance
between two points (El Baroudy, 2016). However, few tools examine distribution of material
8

over a specified area. This approach is useful for recovered resource application to cropland, a
common element of circular economy practices. Application to cropland is carried out on a per
area basis, so having a standardized unit of area (i.e. a single pixel) is a beneficial modeling
approach. This areal approach is not limited to agriculture and can be useful for modeling other
distribution processes with an areal component. For example, population is typically recorded
per a given area, so any distribution modeling that factors in population in estimating recovery or
reuse could benefit from this approach. One example of a population-driven distribution could be
recovering and reusing clothing within an area. The population per area could be used to identify
areas of recovery and potential reuse, and a model could help guide the flow between these two
areas. Another specific example involving areal variables other than population is the use of
drinking water treatment residuals (DWTRs) to remove phosphorus from a watershed. DWTRs
can be used to sorb phosphorus from stormwater runoff (Ament et al., 2021) and it could be
beneficial to know how to optimize the distribution of DWTRs from centralized water treatment
facilities to application locations while they could remove the maximum amount of excess
nutrients from polluting waterways. Finally, an areal approach could also be useful when specific
point-based nodes of distribution are not available.
My objective in this thesis project was to design a general Resource Areal Distribution
(RAD) model in ArcGIS Pro that can be used as a preliminary screening tool to assess spatial colocation and inform resource reuse and recovery efforts anywhere. The RAD model will use a
grid-based approach that can accommodate diverse input raster data for recovery and reuse from
any location on Earth. Resource distribution will occur by minimizing geographic distance in the
spatial grid between recovery and reuse areas. The model will be tested on six scenarios to
demonstrate how spatial distribution changes with varying levels of recovery and landscape
reuse patterns. When applied to case studies, the results of this model could be used to facilitate
the planning and development of efficient and sustainable closed loop material management
systems.
Methods
Model Methods
The RAD model (https://github.com/mayafeincole/RAD_Model.git) optimizes resource
distribution by minimizing distance between recovery location and locations of potential reuse.
The model uses Python code to execute a series of geoprocessing ArcGIS Pro. The code is open
access on GitHub where it can be used as is or sections can be incorporated into other analyses.
The model takes two inputs: a recovery raster and a potential reuse raster. These two layers will
be stacked and compared during modeling, so they must be in the same projection, have the same
pixel size, and their grid cells must be snapped to one another. A repeating process of recovery
location selection and distribution of recovered resources from that site occurs until all recovered
resources have been distributed for reuse or until there are no more locations for potential reuse.
Each repetition or iteration of the RAD model has 4 steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify priority recovery location
Identify optimal reuse locations
Simulate resource distribution
Prepare for next iteration
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Figure 2. Methods overview of RAD Model.
Identify priority recovery location:
This loop starts with identifying the recovery location from which distribution will first
occur. For the general model, the first recovery location is the grid cell with the smallest amount
of recovered material. This selection strategy is based on the assumption that smaller recovery
facilities would have fewer resources to facilitate longer-distance distribution, so they should
have priority to nearby potential reuse locations. For other model applications, it is possibly to
adjust the method of selecting the first recovery location.
Identify optimal reuse locations:
Next, target reuse locations are identified. These are the preferred locations where
recovered material can be reused. In this paper, optimal reuse locations are those that are
spatially closest to the recovery location. The Euclidean or horizontal distance is determined
between the centroid of the target recovery pixel and all potential reuse pixels. Potential recovery
pixels with the smallest Euclidean distance are selected to be target reuse locations. As with
recovery location selection, the method of selecting which reuse locations are most optimal can
be adjusted based on application. Potential reuse pixels can be prioritized based on target criteria.
In addition, a more accurate on-the-ground distance can be calculated using topography or road
networks.
Simulate resource distribution:
This stage simulates the movement of material from where it is recovered to where it can
be reused. The total amount of potential reuse at the target locations is summed and compared to
the amount of recovered material at the target recovery site. If there is more recovered resource
than summed potential reuse, then the resource is distributed to satiate those reuse locations and
10

the amount of recovered material is updated accordingly. If the summed potential reuse is greater
than the amount of recovered resource, then the recovered material is divided among target reuse
locations proportional to their potential reuse.
Prepare for next iteration:
In this stage, the model checks if there are recovery locations with outstanding material
that needs to be distributed. If this is the case, then the model continues with the next iteration. If
there is no more material to be distributed, the model ends. The distribution raster is calculated
by subtracting the updated reuse raster after the model has been executed from the original reuse
raster.
Model outputs:
The model produces several useful outputs. The major output map is a distribution map
of where recovered material is being reused. The model also generates some summary statistics,
including how far material has to travel and the information on outstanding demands for the
recovered material.
Sample Distribution
To illustrate what distribution from each recovery location looks like, a sample
distribution pattern has been executed and visualized using a randomly generate potential reuse
raster. Figure 3 shows a single sample recovery location with a recovery value of 55. Figure 4
shows a randomly generated 5 x 5 spatial grid with potential reuse values ranging from 1 to 9.

Figure 3. Sample target recovery location.

Figure 4. Randomly generated potential reuse
grid.

In this scenario, potential reuse exists within the target recovery cell. Therefore, for the
first distribution iteration the target recovery location and the target reuse location are the same
cell. Because the amount of recovered material (55) is greater than the amount of potential reuse
(4), the material is distributed to where it can be reused, and the amount of recovered material is
11

updated accordingly. The recovery cell now has a value of 51. Because there is still recovered
material for distribution, the model automatically restarts the loop. This completes one iteration
of the model.

Figure 5. Updated recovery raster after one
model iteration.

Figure 6. Updated potential reuse raster after one
model iteration.

In the second model iteration, distribution continues at the same recovery location as the
first iteration. The target reuse locations are identified as the 8 grid cells that directly border the
target recovery cell. The total amount of material that could be potentially reused between these
8 target reuse cells is 35. This is less than the remaining amount of recovered material (51), so all
potential reuse in the target reuse locations is met and the remaining amount of recovered
material to be distributed is updated to 16. Since there is still recovered material to be distributed,
the model restarts the loop. This completes a second iteration of the model.
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Figure 7. Distribution pattern from target
recovery location to target reuse locations in
second model iteration.

Figure 8. Distributed material after second
distribution cycle.

Figure 9. Updated recovery raster after two
model iterations.

Figure 10. Updated potential reuse raster after
two model iterations.

Distribution continues at the same recovery site; this time the target reuse locations are
identified as 12 of grid cells on the edge of the 5 x 5 grid. The total demand for reused material
between these 16 target reuse cells is 64. This is greater than the remaining amount of recovered
material (16), so all recovered material in the target recovery site will be proportionately
distributed among target reuse sites. Because there is not enough recovered material to meet all
potential reuse, there will be remaining potential for reuse after this iteration. Because there is no
more recovered material for distribution, the model does not continue. The third iteration is
complete and the RAD model has been fully executed.
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Figure 11. Distribution pattern from target
recovery location to target reuse locations in
third model iteration.

Figure 12. Distributed material after third
distribution cycle.

Figure 13. Updated recovery raster after three
model iterations.

Figure 14. Updated potential reuse raster after
three model iterations.

Scenarios Tested
To utilize the RAD model in a real-world context, the model would be tested on a variety
of likely scenarios to capture all viable outcomes. This practice was recreated by applying the
model to six scenarios using randomly generated 50 x 50 spatial grids. Three random recovery
rasters were generated with low, medium, and high recovery values. The low recovery raster
ranges from 20-100, the medium ranges from 40-200, and the high ranges from 80-400. Two
reuse rasters were generated, one completely random and the other exhibiting a clustered spatial
pattern. Six scenarios were run using each combination of these recovery and reuse inputs. All
scenario testing was done in ArcGIS Pro version 2.6.0 on an Intel Xeon CPU running at 3.70
GHz with 16 GB of installed RAM. These scenarios were selected to test the model and to
visualize how distribution patterns change with changing inputs. Changing the value of the
recovery raster will show how distance traveled increases as recovery increases. Altering the
spatial clustering of potential reuse locations will show how distribution patterns vary based on
this clustering.
Scenario Number
Recovery Raster
1
Low
2
Medium
3
High
4
Low
5
Medium
6
High
Table 3. Recovery and reuse rasters used in each of the tested scenarios.

Reuse Raster
Random
Random
Random
Clustered
Clustered
Clustered
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Figure 15. Random reuse raster with recovery
raster overlay. Reuse values range from 1
(white) to 13 (blue) Recovery is shown in
greyscale, with black representing low recovery
and white representing high recovery.
Results
Scenario Number

Figure 16. Clustered reuse raster with recovery
raster overlay. Values range from 1 (white) to 13
(blue). Recovery is shown in greyscale, with black
representing low recovery and white representing
high recovery.

Run Time
% of Total Recovery
(minutes)
Met
1
12:10
13.09%
2
20:29
26.17%
3
28:30
52.34%
4
15:27
16.65%
5
23:42
33.30%
6
33:26
66.60%
Table 4. Summary information for each scenario.

Average Distance
Traveled (# of pixels)
1.02
1.25
1.93
0.93
1.46
2.26

For each scenario, the run time, percent of total recovery met, and average distance
distributed material traveled were recorded. Scenarios with high recovery (3 and 6) had the
longest run time and the most recovery met. These scenarios also required material to travel the
farthest average distance. Material tended to travel farther for scenarios with the clustered
potential reuse raster than the random one.
Maps visualizing distributed material for reuse were also generated for each scenario. In
these visualizations, low levels of distributed material are represented by the color white, and
high levels are represented by the color orange. In addition, graphs showing the statistical
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distribution of how far material was traveling. In general, these plots tended to exhibit rightskewed distribution.
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

0

1

2

Distance Traveled (Number of Pixels)
Figure 17. Distribution for Scenario 1: low recovery,
random reuse.

Figure 18. Distance traveled (in number of pixels)
by recovered material in Scenario 1.
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Figure 19. Distribution for Scenario 2: medium
recovery, random reuse.

Figure 20. Distance traveled (in number of pixels)
by recovered material in Scenario 2.
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Figure 21. Distribution for Scenario 3: high recovery,
random reuse.

Figure 22. Distance traveled (in number of pixels)
by recovered material in Scenario 3.
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Figure 23. Distribution for Scenario 4: low recovery,
clustered reuse.

Figure 24. Distance traveled (in number of pixels)
by recovered material in Scenario 4.
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Figure 25. Distribution for Scenario 5: medium
recovery, clustered reuse.

Figure 26. Distance traveled (in number of pixels)
by recovered material in Scenario 5.
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Distance Traveled (Number of Pixels)
Figure 27. Distribution for Scenario 6: high recovery,
clustered reuse.

Figure 28. Distance traveled (in number of pixels)
by recovered material in Scenario 6.

Discussion
Through these results are randomly generated and not tied to any geographic location,
they demonstrate the potential of the RAD model and reflect how it can be tested to illustrate
potential scenarios of resource recovery and reuse. Results of scenario testing indicated that as
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the amount of recovered material increased, the distance material had to travel to be reused
increased. The increase in distance was not proportional to the increase in recovered material.
This makes sense as the area being distributed to with each iteration increases as distribution
moves farther from the target recovery site. Material tended to travel farther during in scenarios
where reuse was clustered compared to when it was completely random. The spatial pattern of
reuse varied when potential reuse was completely random versus when it was clustered. When
potential reuse was random, distributed material tended to fall in regular rings around recovery
locations. When potential reuse was clustered, the distribution rings tended to be less regular,
more following the pattern of the potential reuse input raster. These outputs also show that as
more material is distributed across the landscape, it is more difficult to tell which recovery
location the material came from.
In this current form, the model successfully displays where material has been distributed
from where it is recovered to where it can potentially be reused. The model also provides
summary information on this distribution, most notably the proportion of potential reuse met and
how far material has to travel to be reused. The output maps are useful for visualizing for
resource recovery and reuse processes across a landscape. The summary information provides
insight on the potential impacts of these practices and can be a basis for decision-making.
Through the model is successful in its basic premise, there are limitations to this tool and
opportunities for improvement for a better user experience. One minor limitation is model run
time. This is difficult to avoid using the current methodology and needs to be accommodated for
during analysis. Two opportunities for improving modeling methodology are replacing
Euclidean distance with another way of measuring distance and improving the method of
attributing distributed material to the recovery location it came from. These adjustments could be
incorporated into the model with further development and testing.
For each of the randomly generated scenarios of 50 x 50 spatial grids, total model run
time was between 16 to 31 minutes. This run time increases with pixel number and the number
of iterations. The model was strategically profiled to identify bottlenecks and adjust for optimal
performance. Processing speed is ultimately determined by the time it takes for each
geoprocessing operation to be carried out. Though each operation is fairly quick, the sheer
number of operations that occur in the model add up over time. Streamlining methodology or
using a better processing system are the best solutions to reduce run time. Reducing run time was
not considered a high priority for this study. Currently, processing times are tolerable but for
future applications, a lengthy run time could limit the number of scenarios tested and makes for a
poorer user experience.
To apply the results of this model to the real world, it is essential to have a way of
attributing distributed material to the recovery site it came from. This information can be used to
determine the reuse potential of a single recovery site or inform on-the-ground distribution routes
of material. The model currently has a method of attributing this information to each distribution
pixel, but this current approach is insufficient when multiple recovery sites are distributing to the
same pixel. An improved way of doing this must be developed to ensure results of this model
could be implemented on the ground. Another key area of improvement is to replace the
Euclidean measure of distance with another measure of distance that is more realistic. A current
limitation of this model is that is assumes that the cost of distribution is proportional to the
Euclidean distance. One alternative to this approach would be to incorporate terrain as a factor
for calculating distance. Another option is to calculate distance along road networks to account
for how material would actually travel from place to place. Both of these options could be
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incorporated into the model fairly easily. While this update could require additional input data
layers, it would improve the usefulness and real-world accuracy of model outputs. Addressing
these two areas of improvement in future testing could make outputs of the model more useful to
end-users. However, there are also advantages to having a simpler version of the model (like the
one presented here) that can be used at large scales or at local scales when data availability on
road networks is limited.
Conclusions and Future Research
These hypothetical modeling exercises demonstrate the power of the model and shed
insight on potential applications. This model can be a useful tool for indicating the opportunities
when moving towards more closed loop economic systems. The output distribution map helps to
visualize spatial patterns of these resource recovery and reuse processes across a landscape.
While the current outputs might not be detailed enough to inform specific action, they can
provide insight into potential recovery and reuse opportunities and indicate areas that need more
research, thus serving as an effective screening tool. Through much of this modeling approach
was based on applications around recovering nutrients from food or human waste and reusing
these nutrients on cropland, there are many applications outside of agriculture. These
applications are not limited to resource and waste management but can include any application
that looks at how study objects flow across a landscape. This modeling framework is flexible
around scale and location, so application types could vary including across urban-to-rural
gradients, within cities, and in rural areas.
The model remains a work in progress and updates are likely as the model is applied to
more projects. The model code, which is open access on GitHub, can be modified or updated as
necessary. The hope is that by making all model methods open source, anyone can use the
current model or develop a modified variation to address specific resource cycling questions.
Even if the model needs to be adapted to fit a certain study area, having a developed framework
could save considerable time and effort.
Next steps for this project include delving into specific case studies and getting
stakeholder input on how to improve the usefulness of model outputs. The model is expected to
be applied to several specific nutrient cycling case studies as part of my upcoming MS thesis
work. One case study will involve examining potential for compost redistribution for reuse on
agricultural lands from composting facilities in Sri Lanka. Moving from hypothetical scenarios
to real world applications could expose limitations of the model, which can provide insight for
improvements. In addition, these case studies could be used as an opportunity to engage with
stakeholders or potential model end-users to gather feedback on what the model does well and
where it can be improved. Modeling framework and outputs should be modified to reflect what is
most important and useful to these stakeholders, as well as ease of use. Hopefully, modeling
work of this kind can continue to guide real-world progress on closing material loops of
consumption and production.
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Appendix
Model Code
### IMPORT SYSTEM MODULES
# Import system modules
import arcpy
from arcpy import env
from arcpy.sa import *
import csv
# Check out the ArcGIS Spatial Analyst extension license
arcpy.CheckOutExtension("Spatial")
arcpy.CheckOutExtension("3D")
# Turn of geoprocessing log history
arcpy.SetLogHistory(False)
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# In geoproccessing options:
# make sure "Add output datasets to an open map" is unchecked
# Import datetime for monitoring time (IS THIS STILL NEEDED)
from datetime import datetime
### SET ENVIRONMENTS AND IMPORT DATA
# Set environment settings
arcpy.ResetEnvironments()
env.workspace = r"in_memory" # Set workspace to system memory
coord_system = "Asia South Albers Equal Area Conic" # Name of coordinate
system here
arcpy.env.outputCoordinateSystem = arcpy.SpatialReference(coord_system) #
Set coordinate system
# Get paths to input files
recovery_raster = r"C:\Temp\randomrecov3.tif" # Path to recovery raster
here
potential_reuse_raster = r"C:\Temp\randomreuse2.tif" # Path to potential
reuse raster here
# Geoprocessing environment settings
arcpy.env.overwriteOutput = True
arcpy.env.cellSize = potential_reuse_raster
arcpy.env.snapRaster = potential_reuse_raster
arcpy.env.extent = potential_reuse_raster
# Convert recovery and potential reuse pixel types to signed integer
recovery_raster = arcpy.management.CopyRaster(recovery_raster,
r"in_memory\recovery_raster", "", "", "0", "", "", "32_BIT_SIGNED")
potential_reuse_raster =
arcpy.management.CopyRaster(potential_reuse_raster,
r"in_memory\reuse_raster", "", "", "0", "", "", "32_BIT_SIGNED")
original_potential_reuse =
arcpy.management.CopyRaster(potential_reuse_raster,
r"in_memory\og_reuse_raster", "", "", "0", "", "", "32_BIT_SIGNED")
#TEMPORARY
recovery_raster = arcpy.management.CopyRaster(recovery_raster,
r"C:\Temp\workspace\recovery_raster.tif", "", "", "0", "", "",
"32_BIT_SIGNED")
# THIS MIGHT BE TEMPORARY
reuse_sources = CreateConstantRaster(0, "INTEGER")
# Build an attribute table for recovery raster
recovery_table =
arcpy.BuildRasterAttributeTable_management(recovery_raster)
# Identify maximum and minimum values in recovery layer
in_layer = recovery_table
fieldName = "VALUE"
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recovery_table_list = [r[0] for r in arcpy.da.SearchCursor (in_layer,
[fieldName])]
greatest_recovery = max(recovery_table_list) # maximum recovery amount
smallest_recovery = min(recovery_table_list) # minimum recovery amount
recovery = float(smallest_recovery)
recovery = int(recovery) # value of smallest recovery location
# Set iterator variables for later use
go_on = True # are there more recovery locations with resources to be
distributed?
continue_at_site = False # is there remaining value at the current
loccation?
iteration = 0 # how many loops the model has done
site_num = 0 # how many recovery locations has the model gone through
### MODEL LOOP
# Get and print time of start
now = datetime.now()
current_time = now.strftime("%H:%M:%S")
print("Start: ", current_time)
while go_on:
if continue_at_site: # Don't need to re-select smallest site
iteration = iteration + 1
else: # Need to select new smallest recovery location
iteration = iteration + 1
site_num = site_num + 1
### IDENTIFY SMALLEST RECOVERY LOCATION
# Use select by attributes to identify the next smallest recovery
location (target recovery location)
in_layer = recovery_table
fieldName = "Value"
recovery_table_list = [r[0] for r in arcpy.da.SearchCursor (in_layer,
[fieldName])]
sqlExp = fieldName + '=' + str(min(recovery_table_list))
recovery = int(min(recovery_table_list))
input_layer = recovery_raster
recovery_selection = ExtractByAttributes(input_layer, sqlExp)
# Zonal statistic of recovery layer of recovery selection to capture
if there are locations with the same recovery amount
in_zone_data = recovery_selection
zone_field = "Value"
in_value_raster = recovery_raster
out_table2 = r"in_memory\recov_sum_table"
ignore_nodata = "DATA"
statistics_type = "SUM"
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recov_sum_table = ZonalStatisticsAsTable(in_zone_data, zone_field,
in_value_raster, out_table2, ignore_nodata, statistics_type)
# Create an integer variable for recovery, accounting for multiple
sites with the same recovery value
in_layer = r"in_memory\recov_sum_table"
fieldName = "SUM"
recov_list = [r[0] for r in arcpy.da.SearchCursor (in_layer,
[fieldName])]
total_recov = max(recov_list)
total_recov = int(total_recov)
# Create a uniform raster with value equal to the value at the target
recovery location
constant_ras = CreateConstantRaster(total_recov, "INTEGER")
### IDENTIFY POTENTIAL REUSE LOCATIONS CLOSEST TO THE SELECTED
RECOVERY LOCATION
# Use Euclidean distance to determine distances between target
recovery locations and potential reuse locations
in_source_data = recovery_selection
maximum_distance = ""
cell_size = potential_reuse_raster
outEucDist = EucDistance(in_source_data, maximum_distance, cell_size)
# Distance from smallest recovery location
# Set any values in outEucDist null if there is no potential reuse at
those locations
reuse_null = SetNull(potential_reuse_raster, 1, "Value=0") # If there
is potential reuse, value = 1, else it is null
zeros_eucdist = outEucDist * reuse_null
outCon = Con(IsNull(zeros_eucdist), -5, zeros_eucdist) # Set those
nulls equal to -5
outCon2 = arcpy.management.CopyRaster(outCon,
r"in_memory\outCon2.tif", "", "", "", "", "", "32_BIT_SIGNED") # convert
pixel type to signed integer
int_zeros_euc = SetNull(outCon2, outCon2, "Value = -5") # Convert the
nulls back to -5.
int_zeros_euc = SetNull(int_zeros_euc, int_zeros_euc, "Value = -5") #
Convert the nulls back to -5.
# zeros_eucdist has been converted to integer pixel type, zeros have
remained zeros and nulls remain null
euc_table = arcpy.BuildRasterAttributeTable_management(int_zeros_euc)
# Build attribute table for int_zeros_euc
# Use select by attributes to identify potential reuse pixels
locations to the recovery point (target reuse locations)
in_layer = euc_table
fieldName = "Value"
dist_list = [r[0] for r in arcpy.da.SearchCursor (in_layer,
[fieldName])]
sqlExp = fieldName + '=' + str(min(dist_list))
input_layer = int_zeros_euc
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min_dist_select = ExtractByAttributes(input_layer, sqlExp)
# Convert min_dist_select pixel type to signed integer
min_dist_select1 = arcpy.management.CopyRaster(min_dist_select,
r"in_memory\min_dist_sel.tif", "", "", "", "", "", "32_BIT_SIGNED")
min_dist = min(dist_list)
# Use zonal statistics (sum function) to get a single value for
potential reuse at all target reuse locations
in_zone_data = min_dist_select1
zone_field = "VALUE"
in_value_raster = potential_reuse_raster
statistics_type = "SUM"
ignore_nodata = "DATA"
outzstat = ZonalStatistics(in_zone_data, zone_field, in_value_raster,
statistics_type, ignore_nodata)
# Generate same zonal statistics as above in table form to create a
variable for summed target reuse locations
in_zone_data = min_dist_select1
zone_field = "VALUE"
in_value_raster = potential_reuse_raster
out_table2 = r"in_memory\reusesumtable"
ignore_nodata = "DATA"
statistics_type = "SUM"
reusesumtable = ZonalStatisticsAsTable(in_zone_data, zone_field,
in_value_raster, out_table2, ignore_nodata, statistics_type)
# Create an integer variable for total potential reuse at target reuse
locations
in_layer = r"in_memory\reusesumtable"
fieldName = "SUM"
reuse_list = [r[0] for r in arcpy.da.SearchCursor (in_layer,
[fieldName])]
current_site_reuse = max(reuse_list)
reuse = float(current_site_reuse)
reuse = round(reuse)
reuse = int(reuse)
# Create a constant raster of nearby reuse
constant_ras2 = CreateConstantRaster(reuse, "INTEGER")
### "DISTRIBUTE" RECOVERED MATERIAL FROM TARGET RECOVERY LOCATION TO
TARGET REUSE LOCATIONS
# Create a binary raster where target locations have values of 0 and
non-target locations have values of 1
binary_rast = Con(IsNull(min_dist_select1), 1, 0)
binary_rast_recov = Con(IsNull(recovery_selection), 1, 0)
if reuse >= total_recov: # Less material recovered than could be
reused at target locations
# Update recovery raster
recovery_raster = Raster(recovery_raster) * binary_rast_recov #
Value at target recovery location is changed to zero
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# Update potential reuse raster
reuse_percent = Raster(potential_reuse_raster) / outzstat #
Proportion of potential reuse at each location compared to total
cell_distr = reuse_percent * Raster(constant_ras) # Proportional
amount of material available for each target recovery location
cell_distr2 = Int(cell_distr + 0.5) # Round to nearest integer
update_reuse = Raster(potential_reuse_raster) - cell_distr2 #
Remaining amount of potential recovery after distribution
update_reuse2 = Con(IsNull(update_reuse), 0, update_reuse) # Set
nulls to zero
almost_potential_reuse_raster = Raster(potential_reuse_raster) *
binary_rast # Value at target reuse locations are changed to zero
potential_reuse_raster = almost_potential_reuse_raster +
update_reuse2 # Replace target reuse cells with new values
continue_at_site = False # No more value at current target
recovery location
distributed = total_recov
if reuse < total_recov:
# Update recovery raster
if total_recov == recovery:
new_recovery = recovery_selection - constant_ras2 # Subtract
distributed material from target recovery location
new_recovery2 = Con(IsNull(new_recovery), 0, new_recovery) #
Set nulls to zero
almost_recovery_raster = Raster(recovery_raster) *
binary_rast_recov # Value at target recovery locations is changed to zero
recovery_raster = almost_recovery_raster + new_recovery2 #
Replace target recovery cells with new value
else:
new_recovery = recovery_selection - potential_reuse_raster #
Subtract distributed material from target recovery location
new_recovery2 = Con(IsNull(new_recovery), 0, new_recovery) #
Set nulls to zero
almost_recovery_raster = Raster(recovery_raster) *
binary_rast_recov # Value at target recovery locations is changed to zero
recovery_raster = almost_recovery_raster + new_recovery2 #
Replace target recovery cells with new value
# Update potential reuse raster
potential_reuse_raster = Raster(potential_reuse_raster) *
binary_rast
continue_at_site = True # More value at current target recovery
location
distributed = reuse
# Calculate and save distribution raster
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outCon3 = Con(IsNull(potential_reuse_raster), 0,
potential_reuse_raster)
difference_raster = original_potential_reuse - outCon3
difference_raster = SetNull(difference_raster, difference_raster,
"Value = 0")
# Create a spreadsheet containing distance travelled
fields = [iteration, min_dist, distributed]
with open(r'Z:\nutrient_model\distance_travelled6.csv', 'a') as f:
writer = csv.writer(f)
writer.writerow(fields)
### PREPARE FOR NEXT ITERATION
#CONFIRM THAT THERE ARE STILL RECOVERY LOCATIONS THAT NEED TO BE
DISTRIBUTED AND THAT THE MODEL SHOULD CONTINUE
try:
# Convert recovery raster pixel type to signed integer
recovery_raster = arcpy.management.CopyRaster(recovery_raster,
r"in_memory\recovery_raster.tif", "", "", "0", "", "", "32_BIT_SIGNED")
# Set zeros in input raster null
in_raster = recovery_raster
in_constant = recovery_raster
where_clause = "VALUE = 0"
recovery_raster = SetNull(in_raster, in_constant, where_clause)
# Create attribute table for recovery raster
recovery_table =
arcpy.BuildRasterAttributeTable_management(recovery_raster)
# Confirm that value remains in the recovery raster
in_layer = recovery_table
fieldName = "VALUE"
rem_recovery_table_list = [r[0] for r in arcpy.da.SearchCursor
(in_layer, [fieldName])]
max_remaining_recov = max(rem_recovery_table_list)
smallest_recovery = min(rem_recovery_table_list)
recovery = float(smallest_recovery)
recovery = int(recovery)
go_on = True
except: # Set Null will fail if all recovered resource has been
"distributed"
go_on = False
break # Stop distribution loop
### SAVE INTERMEDIATES TO MEMORY TO IMPROVE PROCESSING TIMES
# Save intermediates to memory
recov_path_name = 'in_memory\_recovery_rast' + str(iteration) +'.tif'
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reuse_path_name = 'in_memory\_reuse_rast' + str(iteration) +'.tif'
recovery_raster.save(recov_path_name)
potential_reuse_raster.save(reuse_path_name)
# Reassign variables to saved intermediates
recovery_raster = recov_path_name # Path to recovery raster here
potential_reuse_raster = reuse_path_name # Path to potential reuse
raster here
# Convert recovery raster pixel type to signed integer
int_recov_path_name = 'in_memory\int_recovery_rast' + str(iteration) +
'.tif'
recovery_raster = arcpy.management.CopyRaster(recovery_raster,
int_recov_path_name, "", "", "0", "", "", "32_BIT_SIGNED")
# Convert potential reuse raster pixel type to signed integer
int_reuse_path_name = 'in_memory\int_reuse_rast' + str(iteration) +
'.tif'
potential_reuse_raster =
arcpy.management.CopyRaster(potential_reuse_raster, int_reuse_path_name,
"", "", "0", "", "", "32_BIT_SIGNED")
recovery_table =
arcpy.BuildRasterAttributeTable_management(recovery_raster)
in_layer = recovery_table
fieldName = "VALUE"
recovery_table_list = [r[0] for r in arcpy.da.SearchCursor (in_layer,
[fieldName])]
max_remaining_recov = max(recovery_table_list)
smallest_recovery = min(recovery_table_list)
recovery = float(smallest_recovery)
recovery = int(recovery)
### SAVE THE CHANGE IN POTENTIAL REUSE AFTER DISTRIBUTION HAS STOPPED
outCon3 = Con(IsNull(potential_reuse_raster), 0, potential_reuse_raster)
difference_raster = original_potential_reuse - outCon3
difference_raster = SetNull(difference_raster, difference_raster, "Value =
0")
difference_raster.save(r"C:\Temp\difference_raster6.tif")
reuse_sources.save(r"C:\Temp\workspace\reuse_sources.tif")
now = datetime.now()
current_time = now.strftime("%H:%M:%S")
print("End: ", current_time)
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